


ACAS AT NEW ORLEANS 

Friday, November 22, 2PM-5PM, Fairmont Hotel (check Activities Guide for 
exact rooms) 

PLENARY MEETING: Annual Reports 

FOUR WORKING SESSIONS: 

a) South Africa 

b) The African Famine and Refugees 

c> North Africa and the Western Sahara 

d) TIAA/CREF 

Friday, November 22, 8PM-10PM, Rosedown Room, Hyatt Regency 

BUSINESS MEETING 

a) Working Session Reports 

b) Priorities and Directions 

c) Elections 

ACAS PANELS AT THE 1985 ASA MEETING IN NEW ORLEANS 

Hyatt Regency Hotel 

1. Sunday, November 24, llAM-lPM (Regency H) 

OIL AND GOLD: MIDDLE EAST/SOUTHERN AFRICA RELATIONS 

Chairperson: William Minter (Africa News Service) 

Panelists: Benjamin Beit-Hallahmi (University of Haifa) "Israel 
and South Africa: What Kind of Alliance? 

Joe Strok (Middle East Research and Information 
Project) ""The Middle East and Southern Africa in 
U.s. P.olicy" 

Discussant: Cherri Waters (Howard University) 

2. Sunday, November 24, 3PM-5PM (Regency H) 

U.S. POLICY TOWARD SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Chairperson: Chris Root 

Panelists: Neo Mhurnzane (African National Congress, South 
Africa, Representative to the U.N.) "The Current 
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Situation in South Africa" 

William Minter "U.S. Policy in Southern Africa" 

Ann Seidman (Oxfam-Amer ica> "The Impact of the u.s. 
Divestment Movement" 

Jean Sindab (Washington Office on Africa) "The u.s. 
Legislative Front on South Africa" 

3. Monday, November 25, llAM-lPM (Grand Room) 

THE QUESTION OF WESTERN SAHARA 

Chairperson: TBA 

Panelists: Tony Hodges (Africa Editor, Economist Intelligence 
Unit) "The Case of Western Sahara: Current Political 
and Military Developments and Perspectives for a 
Negotiated Settlement" 

Stuart Schaar (Brooklyn College) "A Record of 
External Involvement in the Western Sahara War with 
Emphasis on u.s. Military Support for Morocco" 

Robert Mortimer (Haverford College} "Western Sahara: 
Challenge to U.S. Foreign Policy" 

Discussant: Biancamaria Scarcia (University of Rome} 

4. Monday, November 25, 3PM-5PM (Grand Room> 

WESTERN SAHARA: 51ST STATE OF THE O.A.U. 

Chairperson: Teresa K. Smith <Western Sahara Campaign, USA} 

Panelists: Biancamaria Scarcia "Juridical Foundations of the 
Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic" 

Anne Lippert (Ohio Northern University} "The Refugee 
Experience: The Sahrawi People's Ten Years in Exile" 

TeresaK.Smith"Human Rights in Western Sahara" 

Discussant: Tony Hodges 

PERSPECTIVES ON ACAS POLITICAL ACTION WORK 

Christine Root, Political Action Committee Chairperson 

The vast majority of the political action taken by ACAS 
has always occurred in projects initiated locally by individual 
ACAS members, be it support for a university divestiture 
campaign, participation in state or city divestment legislative 
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battles, lobbying local Congressional representatives om anti
apartheid legislation, political education on campuses, or 
preparing course material on contemporary Africa. I suspect that 
activities in all of these arenas have expanded markedly this 
year, particularly due to the upsurge in protest actions in South 
Africa and the resulting demands -- an opportunities -- for 
support actions in the United States. 

Here are some samples of ACAS members' local activities 
that I happen to know: soliciting signatures for a University of 
California-system faculty petition favoring full divestment; 
preparing a legal challenge to a court decision that the 
University of Oregon's divestment decision was unconstitutional; 
getting arrested in several Free South Africa Movement protests 
in Massachusetts and Oregon and being among the dependable 
marchers needed at the South African embassy day-in-and-day-out; 
testifying in favor of divestment before the University of 
Minnesota Board of Trustees and the Michigan legislature; urging 
faculty members in Indiana to lobby Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee chairperson Richard Lugar on the Anti-Apartheid Act; 
and organizing a teach-in on the Western Sahara at Columbia 
University. 

I would posit that local initiative has been one of the 
sources of strength of the US anti-apartheid movement. Pit has
permitted creative choosing of targets in the local community, 
building of diverse political coalitions, and championing of 
progressive political demands that have now begun to have a major 
impact on the shaping of the political debate at the national 
level. Surely without two decades of local divestment struggles, 
the House of Representatives would not have considered -- let 
alone adopt -- a ban on new investment in South Africa, for 
example. 

ACAS has also always been a particularly centralized 
organization. It was conceived as an informal network of scholars 
based at institutions across the country, with a clear intention 
not to compete with established national organizations already 
giving national leadership. With the limited resources at our 
disposal, I imagine that the organization has been sustained only 
because of our relatively modest expectations. 

But the decntralized nature of both Southern Africa 
work as a movement and ACAS As an organization can make it 
difficult to assess what our particular contribution has been and 
how we can become more effective in the future. Especially given 
the expansion of local work this year, I think we will need to 
begin our consideratyion of political direction of the future at 
our meetings in New Orleans by soliciting comments and criticisms 
from our members. 

To spark some individual evaluations, here is a brief 
report of the efforts initiated from the national organization 
during this year, which focused on two campaigns agreed to at the 
ACAS meeting in Los Angeles in October 1984. 
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After a slow start, we have initiated a diY~man~ 
~m~gn aimad ~ ~ ~LAAL~~ university faculty and staff 
pension plan. The dollar-size of this campaign is enormous -
TIAA/CREF has $7.8 billion in holdings in corporations operating 
in South Africa. The mushrooming protest and brutal repress i on in 
South Africa, and the string of divestment successes at campuses 
across the country -- including more than two dozen colleges and 
universities since last Spring -- make this a propitious moment 
to launch this campaign. [See Willard Johnson's separate report 
about plans for this effort.] 

5..e.Yal:a.J. l..o..b.b.tifi.g. e f f o r t a di.Le.tl.ad a~ tha .'U.S..&. S.e.na~a 
were undertaken during the campaign for the Anti-Apartheid Act of 
1985. The outreach project began in June with an Action Alert to 
all ACAS members, ACAS letters from the co-chairpersons to key 
Senators, and special recruitment of faculty to lobby in six 
states: Minnesota, Indiana, New York, Oregon, Washington, and 
Pennsylvania. ACAS members in the midwestern and western states 
did conduct some local outreach, and a special action-alert was 
distributed to members of the New York State African Studies 
Association. 

When~ in July, Senator Roth of Delaware announced plans 
to offer an amendment to the Anti-Apartheid Act that would pre
empt future South Africa legislation at other than the federal
level, we undertook quick phone outreach in Michigan, 
Massachusetts, Connecticut and Wisconsin in search of Senators 
from states that had adopted divestment legislation to speak 
against the Roth amendment. Roth dropped his amendment, and 
several Senators we contacted spoke up to reinforce the validity 
and constitutionality of state and municipal divestment bills. 

The several votes to override Senator Helms' filibuster 
of the Anti-Apartheid Act in September required another brief 
phone outreach effort to Pennsylvania, Indiana, Michigan and 
Washington. The override votes fell short, as Republican Senators 
fell back into line to back President Reagan's strategy of taking 
the South African controversy out of the Congressional arena and 
addressing it instead by executive order. 

In ACAS, as in other national anti-apartheid 
organizations, our members are often not located where we need 
them politically. Most of the coordinated lobbying efforts in 
Washington are directed at moderate Republican Senators, and we 
simply do not have very many members in some of these states. In 
other states, we have many members where there are Senators who 
vote veryu reliably in favor of the bills we support. So, 
frequently, ACAS members eager to do political work are not 
called upon, while simultaneously it requires much effort to find 
even a few people willing to lobby in states where we need it. 

In addition to these projects, smaller efforts were 
made to encourage and provide resources for local campaigns. 
Articles in the Spring NaHa~a~ta~ highlighted the anti
Krugerrand campaign in which ACAS co-chair Willard Johnson was 
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arrested in Boston. A section on divestment resources in the same 
issue was intended to distribute materials useful to university 
divestment efforts that most ACAS members probably had not 
already seen. I also responded to some individual requests for 
assistance from faculty participating in divestment efforts. 

As we plan for our next two years of political action, 
we need to hear your thoughts aboput the ffectiveness of ACAS's 
role: In Congressional lobbying campaigns, were you ever 
contacted to lobby or perhaps gain additional motivation or 
assistance from ACAS, beyond what you were already receiving from 
other national organizations? Did lobbying as an "ACAS project" 
assist you at all in establishing new links with other scholars? 
Did interest in ACAS, as well as in anti-apartheid work, grow as 
a result of these efforts? 

Were resources provided in the ACAS ~sletter helpful 
in local university and state divestment efforts? Are there any 
ways that the national ACAS organization could be of more 
assistance to these locally-based campaigns? 

Overall, are there different ways of working on these 
campaigns that would make ACAS more effective and help it to grow 
in membership? Are there other political campaigns that you think 
ACAS should take on that we have not been addressing? 

I believe that there continues to be an important role 
that ACAS can play in the national anti-apartheid movement. As 
the conflict in South Africa becomes more fierce, the struggles 
over corporate and government policy in the u.s. are also 
intensifying, and we need to use all the avenues of political 
mobilizations available to us. The specialized knowledge of 
scholars on various aspects of the problem is valuable input into 
policy-making arenas and in popular educational fora. 

ACAS also provides a vehicle for political outreach to 
faculty members and graduate students, at universities with large 
Africa programs and campuses that are relatively isolated. I 
propose that we consider developing this outreach potential 
further by identifying ACAS members who can take responsibility 
for outreach within their state. The scale of such outreach would 
be modest and not too costly, but developing networks of 
concerned scholars throughout a number of states would make a 
valuable contribution to both local and state campaigns and to 
national lobbying work in selected areas. 

CAMPAIGN LAUNCHED FOR TIAAICREF DIVESTMENT 

Willard Johnson, MIT, Co-Chair 

The ACAS has organized a campaign aimed at having the 
TIAA/CREF, one of the largest pens ion funds in the country, and 
one most relevant to ACAS members, divest itself of its nearly 
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eight billion dollar South Africa- or Namibia-related holdings. 
The campaign is being directed by a coalition of organizations 
brought together by ACAS, under a steering committee headed by 
Dr. James Breeden, the Dean of Dartmouth's Tucker Foundation. 
Also included on it are Mr. Robert Zevin, of the u.s. Trust 
Company, a noted analyst of divestment impact on portfolio 
performance, and representatives of TransAfrica and the American 
Committee on Africa. 

Announced publicly in late October, the campaign enjoys 
the support of a number of noted educators, including the 
Presidents of Hunter College and the City University of New York. 
An advertisement was taken in the national ChLonicle ~ High~ 
Education to apeal to TIAA/CREF members across the country to 
support the campaign by organizing petition drives and by giving 
financial support. The heads of African Studies Programs across 
the country and of professional associations have also been asked 
to be signatories to the initial request made to the TIAA/CREF 
management. 

The TIAA/CREF Board of Trustees will meet in mid
November 1985 and it is expected that it will consider and 
perhaps act on the campaign's requests. The principal terms 
expressed in the statement of the campaign are the following: 

* * * * * 

A CALL FOR TIAA-CREF ACTION AGAINST APARTHEID 

Preamble 

South Africa is in a political and econolnic crisis. Demands of Black South Africans for equal 
political rights can no longer be silenced. The South African government has responded with 
escalated repression and violence and with reforms that only increase disaffection because they 
leave the core of apartheid intact 

The world community must press the South African government to end apartheid completely and to 
extend full political and economic rights to the Black majority. US business operating in South 
Africa can play a vital role by using its economic power to tum the government away from violence 
and toward the path of a just resolution. 

Apartheid is antithetical to our values as educators. The investments made by TIAA-CREF are our 
savings. We assert our right to a voice in their use. 

We call on the Teachers' Insurance and Annuity Association- College Retirement Equities Funds 
(TIAA-CREF) to require the corporations in South Africa in which it invests to insist that the South 
African government meet the legitimate demands of the majority of its citizens as a condition of 
their continuing to do business there. TIAA-CREF holds securities valued at approximately $7.6 
billion in these companies and has the power to influence their behavior. It has the responsibilty to 
excercise this power vigorously now. 

We are aware that TIAA-CREF has taken an active interest in socially responsible investment to 
oppose apartheid since 1978. However, this critical moment in South Africa's history requires 
much more. 
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TIAA-CREF Policy for South African Divestiture 

We c:all on TIAA-CREF to divest by January 1, 1986 from companies operating in South Africa 
and/ or Narrubia, unless such companies publicly pledge to: 

1. Call on the South African government to take the following actions: 

a. Immeiliately, and as necessary preconilitions for negotiations with the 
legitimate leade~ of the Black majority: 

end the state of emergency 
release unconditionally all political detainees and prisoners 
(including Nelson Mandela) 
remove the ban on restricted political organizations 

b. Remove all legal restrictions on the freedom of all South Africans to live, 
travel, and work anywhere in the country and have equal rights to collective 
bargaining and employment opportunity 

c. Begin negotiations with legitimate representatives of the Black population 
(including the African National Congress) to grant full political rights of 
citizenship to all Black South Africans in a unitary state 

d. Grant independence to Namibia accoriling to a process acceptable to the 
international community 

2. Withdraw from South Africa and/ or Narrubia by March 1, 1987 if the above actions 
have not been accomplished by the South African government 

Further, if the South African government has not accomplished the actions cal1ed for above by 
March 1, 1987 TIAA-CREF must divest from all companies still operating in South Africa within a 
period of three years. 

* * * * * 
Although the TIAA/CREF has already gone further than 

most large pension funds in promoting active corporate 
responsibility considerations, the present campaign reflects the 
sense of crisis that exists in South Africa, and shifts the logic 
of selective divestment efforts away from company performance 
alone, to a consideration of the final outcome for the apartheid 
system. This campaign attempts to stimulate practical and 
immediate action to implement the deadline proposed by Bishop 
Tutu and now endorsed by Rev. Sullivan, of two years from last 
Winter, for tolerating continued external business, investment, 
and economic ties to South Africa. 

Members of ACAS and others who wish to support this 
campaign are encouraged to write to TIAA/CREF Chairman, Mr. James 
G. MacDonald, 730 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017, and to 
organize a petition drive to have other TIAA/CREF members do the 
same. Financial contributions to permit mass mailings and further 
newspaper advertisements may be sent to ACAS's Treasurer, David 
Groff, with an indication that the contribution is for this 
campaign. A progress report on the results of the TIAA/CREF 
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November Board meeting will be discussed at the corning ACAS 
meeting in New Orleans, and plans made for future promotion of 
the campaign. 

Copies of a "Response Form on TIAA/CREF" and the 
"Petition for TIAA-CREF Action Against Apartheid" are included on 
the last two pages of this issue of the Newsletter. 

U.S .-U.K. EXTRADITION TREATY RENEWAL DOCUMENTATION 

On 30 July 1985 the following memo "To All Friends of 
Africa" regarding "Renewed Threat to Liberation Movements" was 
circulated by ACAS member Betsy Landis: 
Once again the Reagan administration, in the name of anti
terrorism, is seeking to make members of Liberation movements 
subject to extradition virtually on demand of the government 
they are rebelling against. 

This is to be accomplished by effectively eliminating the 
provision in every American treaty that bars extradition of 
persons charged with offenses of a political character. 

The administration tried to achieve this result several years 
ago by legislation affecting all extradition treaties; but 
Congress refused to go along. Now it is trying to get the 
same result by revising the terms of each extradition 
treaty, starting with the United States-United Kingdom 
treaty. The proposed revision specifically lists crimes that 
may not be found by a court to be offenses "of a political 
character," i.e., offenses for which persons may not be 
extradited: The list includes virtually every possible 
political offense more serious than trespass. 

The political crimes defense to extradition is found in the 
treaties of most Western countries; Congress insisted on the 
inclusion of such clauses about a century and a half ago 
before the Senate would consent to any American extradition 
treaties. Over the years it has enabled our government to 
avoid committing itself, Qy treaty, to help other nations 
suppress any and every rebellion, regardless of the 
circumstances; or to have to return defeated rebels to 
"victor's justice." 

As the courts have interpreted the political crimes defense, 
it does NOT protect persons accused of "wanton crimes" 
against civilians, such as bombing a department store or 
hijacking an airplane. 

But it does protect a person who has been accused of "murder" 
when the death ocurred in fact in a shoot-out between 
government troops and revolutionary soldiers. These are the 
facts of the Doherty case, involving an IRA partisan, in 
which two American judges, in separate extradition 
proceedings, upheld the political crimes defense. <The 
Thatcher government and the Reagan administration hope to 
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annul those two court decisions* by making the proposed 
treaty revision apply retroactively.) 

Potential Application to Members 
of African Liberation Movements 

The proposed revision of the US-UK extradition treaty has 
been signed and sent to the Senate for ratification (2/3 vote 
required>. If this succeeds, the administration will attempt 
to revise other extradition treaties similarly, using 
approval of the UK treaty revision as a precedent. 

The United States has an extradition treaty with South 
Africa. If revised in the manner proposed for the UK treaty, 
African National Congress members involved in, for example, 
mortaring a military base in the northern Transvaal or an 
attack on a police station, could not prevent their 
extradition on the ground that such acts, although violent, 
were offenses of a political character: that is, that they 
were typical acts of an organized revolutionary force that 
did not cause wanton injury to civilians and therefore were 
not acts of "terrorism." 

Indeed,if a revised extradition treaty with South Africa were 
to contain the same item found in Art. I <i> <2> of the 
proposed UK treaty revision, a South African resident in the 
USA might be extradited for conspiring.with rebel bombers 
back home even though he never left the United States! 

If the US-South African extradition treaty, which covers 
Namibia, were to be revised in the way proposed for the US-UK 
treaty, Pretoria would be able to extradite former Namibian 
freedom fighters now in the United States for their 
participation in the war against South Africa·s illegal 
occupation of their country. 

All that could prevent extradition--even though it would be a 
gross violation of international law-- would be a possible 
decision by the administration to refuse extradition for 
political reasons. However, given the Reagan 
administration · s policy of "constructive engagement" and its 
attribution of blame for violence in Namibia to both the 
occupied and the occupier, such a decision would be highly 
unlikely. If the administration is willing to hold up the 
independence of the entire Territory of Namibia in order to 
get Cuban soldiers out of Angola, it is probable that it 
would sacrifice any number of Namibian individuals to South 
Africa·s extradition demands for other "reasons of state." 

* Matter of Doherty by the Government . of the United Kingdom, 
599 F.Supp. 270 <S.D.N.Y. 1984>; United States v. Doherty, 
85 Ci v. 935 < CSH > < S. D. N. Y. 25 June 1985 > • 
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The way to protect members of national liberation movements 
in this country is to end, right now, the administration's 
scheme to revise all American extradition treaties. All 
friends of Africa should therefore try to persuade the Senate 
to reject the proposed prototype revision of the US-UK 
treaty, which is now before the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee for its recommendation to the full Senate. 

Write to: 

(1) your Senators; 

<2> Senator Richard Lugar 
Chairperson, Senate Foreign Relations Committee 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510; and 

<3> Senator Claiborne Pell 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 
<He is the ranking Democrat on the Foreign 
Relations Committee> 

Urge them to reject the proposed revision of the US-UK 
extradition treaty: "Supplementary Extradition Treaty 
between the United States of America and the United Kingdom," 
signed 25 June 1985. 

It will be helpful if you send a copy of your letters to the 
lawyers for Joseph Doherty: 

Somerstein & Pike 
170 Broadway, Suite 808 
New York, N. Y.10038. 
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STATEMENT ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN COMMITTEE ON AFRICA, 

THE EPISCOPAL CHURCHPEOPLE FOR A FREE SOUTHERi~ AFRICA, 

AND NATIONAL NAMIBIA CONCERNS 

CONCERNING THE PROPOSED SUPPLEMENTAL TREATY OF 

EXTRADITION WITH THE UNITED KINGDOM 

This statement is submitted on behalf of the American 
Committee on Africa, Inc. <ACOA>, the Episcopal Churchpeople 
for a Free Southern Africa <ECSA>, and National Namibia 
Concerns. 

ACOA is a not-for-profit corporation organized under the 
laws of New York State. For over 30 years it has worked 
against apartheid and for self-determination and independence 
throughout Africa. It is a prime source of information on 
developments in southern Africa and frequently testifies 
before congressional committees and the United Nations. Its 
associated organization, the Africa Fund, produces 
educational materials on Africa and administers a program of 
humanitarian assistance for refugees from southern Africa. 

ECSA was formed in 1956 (as the Episcopal Churchmen for 
South Africa> under the New York Not-for-Profit 
Corporations Law. It represents concerned Episcopalians, as 
well as members of other denominations, in all states of the 
Union and in Canada in matters that affect southern Africa 
directly or indirectly, particularly human rights issues. It 
produces a semi-monthly round-up of major news items on 
southern Africa for a network of concerned persons. 

National Namibia Concerns is a non-profit organization 
based in Denver, Colorado. It grew out of the Namibia 
Concerns Committee at Wartburg <Lutheran) Seminary in 
Dubuque, Iowa, to which most Lutheran clergy from Namibia 
have come to study in recent years. An ecumenical 
organization, National Namibia Concerns provides timely 
information about Namibia to church and lay groups throughout 
the United States as well as educational assistance for 
Namibians. 

ACOA, ECSA, and National Namibia Concerns all oppose the 
proposed supplemental treaty. 

We believe that, in the first instance, the changes the 
proposed treaty would make in the present US-UK treaty 
constitute a threat to liberty generally and to our American 
ceritage of protection and refuge for victims of oppression. 
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We further believe that approval of the proposed 
supplemental treaty would set a precedent dangerous to the 
people of southern Africa, for whose welfare we have a 
special concern. It would make likely the adoption of 
similar changes in the US-South African extradition treaty. 
Such changes would jeopardize all South Africans and 
Namibians-- both black and white-- in this country who had 
ever participated in the struggle to end minority rule in 
South Africa or to bring an end to Pretoria·s illegal 
occupation of Namibia. 

Threat to liberty generally 

The present US-UK treaty bars extradition of persons 
accused of crimes-- violent or non-violent-- which are of a 
political character. Thus it protects modern-day George 
Washingtons as well as the equivalents of the Lexington 
Minute-men, who ambushed the British Redcoats, firing at them 
from "behind each fence and farmyard wall." 

The proposed treaty would reverse this policy by 
disallowing the political crimes defense whenever the alleged 
crime involves any violence and even in some cases when it 
does not <such as conspiracy>. Its terms are broad and 
vague. In some instances they could even be construed to 
require the return of dissidents for acts that most Americans 
would consider minor or technical offenses or possibly no 
crime at all. If it had been in effect at the time of our 
Revolution, American foot-soldiers as well as their leaders 
would have been deemed extraditable. 

We believe that the liberty of all Americans is 
affected if any extradition treaty to which the United States 
is a party permits the extradition of persons playing the 
same role in their countries today as did the many political 
refugees who received protection from their oppressors in the 
US or elsewhere during the last century and a half. Among 
such refugees are: Simon Bolivar, who survived to liberate 
much of Latin America; Louis Kossuth, leader of the 
unsuccessful Hungarian uprising of 1848; Giuseppi Mazzini 
and Giuseppi Garibaldi, who returned home to help found the 
modern Italian state; and Eamon de Valera, who became prime 
minister of the Irish Free State. 

We reject the rationalization that the proposed changes 
are needed to curb terrorism. 

Despite the exception for political crimes, present 
extradition treaties permit the extradition of ~ 
terrorists: When a political crimes defense is raised 
against extradition, the courts-- which are our eost neutral 
fact-finders-- must first determine whether the Alleged crime 
was in fact political rather than personal. If it was 
political, they then examine whether the alleged criminal is 
nevertheless extraditable under any law or multilateral 
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treaty, such as those protecting heads of state against 
assassination or civilian aircraft against sabotage or 
hijacking. <1> FinalJy the courts consider whether the crime, 
even if political, was so wantonly cruel or barbaric that the 
alleged perpetrator should not be protected by the political 
crimes defense. (2) 

Real terrorists cannot pass these tests. But persons 
who are an embarrassment or a reproach to the government 
seeking their extradition may well pass. If our own 
administration has close links to the government requesting 
extradition, it may be tempted to refer to such persons as 
"terrorists.• 

Calling a person a "terrorist" does not, however, make 
him or her one. Embarrassment is not a valid ground for 
extradition. 

We are alarmed by the fact that gutting the political 

crimes defense in any extradition treaty-- which, by 
constitutional definition, is a part of the law of the land-
will force us, for the foreseeable future, to return any and 
every rebel against our treaty partner, regardless of the 
circumstances. We will be locked into a system little 
different from that of the unholy alliance of Russia, 
Prussia, and Austria, which the children of the American 
Revolution so justly abhorred. 

We believe that the liberty of all Americans will be 
diminished if we contract by treaty to return defeated rebels 
to "victors" justice"-- a euphemism for treatment that is 
seldom just and never compassionate. 

1. Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of Crimes 
against Internationally Protected Persons, Dec. 14, 1973, 28 
U.S.T. 1975, T.I.A.S. No. 8532 (effective Feb. 22, 1977>; 
Montreal Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts 
against the Safety of Civil Aviation, Sept. 23, 1971, 24 
U.S.T. 564, T.I.A.S. No. 7570 (effective Jan. 26, 1973>; 
Hague Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of 
Aircraft, Dec. 16, 1970, 22 U.S. T. 1641, T.I.A.S. No. 7192 
(effective Oct. 14, 1971>. 

2. See, e.g., Eain v. Wilkes, 641 F.2d 504 <7th Cir. 1981>, 
cert. denied 454 U.S. 894 (1981>. 
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Dangers to South Africans and Namibians 

The three organizations joining in this statement 
believe that the proposed treaty constitutes a serious 
potential threat to South Africans and Namibians in the 
United States in that they will, by an all too easily 
anticipated sequence of events, become extraditable to an 
increasingly repressive and vengeful South African 
government. 

Specifically, we fear that if the proposed US-UK treaty 
is approved, it will be followed by a similar revision to the 
US-South African extradition treaty. We are convinced that 
this fear is neither fanciful nor unfounded. 

All the evidence available to us indicates that the 
Reagan administration intends to follow up the revision of 
the US-UK treaty by revising other extradition treaties in 
the same way. We understand that Judge Sofaer testified to 
this effect. We know that in 1981 the administration sought 
approval of an extradition treaty with the Philippines that 
would have required the delivery of that government's 
opponents into its hands regardless of the political nature 
of their alleged offen5e. During its first term the 
administration also tried, by general legislation --which the 
Congress wisely rejected--, to amend all extradition treaties 
so as to effectively abolish the political crimes defense. 

It may be, as has been speculated, that the 
administration would propose revising extradition treaties 
with our American "friends and allies" only. But the 
statements and conduct of the Reagan administration strongly 
suggest that it includes South Africa in that category. 

We note, for example, that the administration has gone 
beyond merely intimating that it will veto the Anti-Apartheid 
bill <now before the Senate> that imposes limited sanctions 
against South Africa: It is reported to have created a team 
to try to convince the American people that its policy 
of "constructive engagement" is successful, despite 
increasing repression, and that South Africa is advancing 
towards racial harmony, despite the worsening violence and 
bloodshed. We assume that the Rev. Jerry Falwell is an 
advance man for that propaganda team. 

We are also aware of a sudden emphasis by members of the 
administration on American dependence on South African 
strategic minerals. They continue to indulge in this scare 
tactic despite the conclusions of a conservative study group 
that the alleged dependence is grossly exaggerated and can be 
met by simple conservation, substitution, and stockpiling 
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policies. <3> 

Further we note that State Department reports on human 
rights in South African and Namibia omit many serious 
complaints while inordinately praising South Africa's 
"independent" judiciary. The reports ignore the key fact 
that most repressive legislation authorizes trial of 
offenders by magistrates, who are civil servants on the 
Justice Department's payroll. As a result, the prosecutor 
can determine the most favorable court in which to bring 
trial, so as to avoid any "independent" jurists. The reports 
also downplay the fact that, under the South African 
principle of parliamentary <now cabinet?> supremacy, even the 
most independent jurist cannot invalidate legislation that is 
intentionally repressive or discriminatory. 

If, as we fear, the present US- South Africa extradition 
treaty is revised to eliminate the political crimes defense, 
the results will be tragic for both South Africans and 
Namibians in the United States. 

<The present US-South Africa extradition treaty was made 
applicable to the then Mandated Territory of South West 
Africa <now Namibia> when it was drafted. As far as is 
known, the provision applying it to the Territory has not 
been abrogated despite the 1971 ruling of the International 
Court of Justice.<4> A "supplementary" treaty would 
therefore probably apply to Namibia also in the absence of 
exclusionary language.> 

It is difficult to estimate with reasonable accuracy the 
number of South Africans and Namibians presently in this 
country. The vast majority of them are probably students or 
other temporary residents. If the US-South African 
extradition treaty is changed as proposed for the US-UK 
treaty, a majority of the students will probably be 
extraditable. Except for those selected by the South African 
government, most of the students have undoubtedly at least 
thrown a stone at a South African soldier or policeman: a 
political protest-- and an extraditable offense if the treaty 

3. South Africa: Time Running Out. Study Commission on U.S. 
Policy Toward Southern Africa <U. Cal. Press 1981>, ch. 14. 

4. Legal Consequences for States of the Continued Presence 
of South Africa in Namibia <South West Africa> 
notwithstanding Security Council Resolution 276 (1970>, 
AdNisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1971, para. 122. 

It should be noted that on 17 June 1985 the South 
African government installed in Namibia an "interim 
government," all of whose members were chosen by Pretoria. 
Control of foreign affairs remains vested in Pretoria. 
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is revised. Students who come from refugee camps have 
probably engaged in guerrilla warfare while awaiting a 
precious· scholarship, mortaring a South African army base in 
the northern Transvaal or northern Namibia or bombing a power 
pylon-- again extraditable offenses under a revised treaty. 

The new Anti-Apartheid bill before the Senate contains a 
provision for additional educational aid for black South 
Africans. If the US-South African extradition treaty is 
revised, will the beneficiaries of Congress · concern be 
liable to extradition as fast as they reach these shores? 

To be sure, even if the treaty is revised, it is still 
possible that an administration bureaucrat might decide not 
to respond to a South African demand for extradition of a 
student who had, for example, helped burn down a government
run liquor store when he was a daring 12-year old. But we do 
not believe that it is acceptable policy to leave mitigation 
of strict treaty terms terms to the whim of even a 
sympathetic senior administration official. And there is no 
guarantee that the person assigned to vetting extradition 
requests will be sympathetic. 

Even in the best of circumstances we believe that a 
decision to refuse extradition would occur only rarely, 
regardless of the equities: We have watched with dismay the 
present administration thwart the liberation of the entire 
Territory of Namibia-- blasting the hopes of a million and a 
half people-- in order to get rid of Cuban troops in Angola. 
Consequently, we find it difficult to believe that the same 
administration would block the extradition of a single 
individual, whatever the merits of his case, if interests of 
state would be enhanced by his sacrifice. 

We have also noted the ostensible even-handedness with 
which the Reagan administration has condemned all violence in 
southern Africa: violence by the disenfranchised oppressed 
majority as well as by their oppressors; violence by 
Namibians who seek to end the illegal occupation of their 
country as well as by the army of occupation. An 
administration that can draw no distinctions in such cases is 
unlikely to oppose a •friendly" treaty partner"s demand for 
the return of a political dissident. 

Finally, the advice recently given to our government by 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff only reenforces our conclusion: 
According to the press,<S> the Joint Chiefs recommended that 
the government not ratify the 1977 protocols to the 1949 
Geneva Conventions, which regulate the treatment of prisoners 
of war and of non-combatants in war zones. <The protocols 
would extend the Conventions" protections, which apply in 

5. New York Times, 22 July 1985. 
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international conflicts only, to civil wars and wars of 
national liberation.> The Joint Chiefs are reported to have 
objected to extending the Conventions· provisions to wars of 
national liberation, making specific reference to the African 
National Congress (ANC> of South Africa. If this 
recommendation is adopted, there will be even less hope for 
any administrative refusal to extradite under a revised 
treaty. 

We must add that we find the Joint Chiefs' advice . 
particularly distressing in view of the contrast between the 
positions taken by Pretoria and by the two liberation 
movements fighting South Africa, e.g., the ANC and the South 
West Africa People's Organization <SWAPO> of Namibia. South 
Africa has refused to ratify the protocols. The ANC and 
SWAPO, on the other hand, have deposited formal Declarations 
of Intent in Geneva that they will abide by the Geneva 
Conventions and the protocols. (6) 

Summary 

Our organizations believe that approval of the proposed 
supplementary treaty would reverse a long and honorable 
history of protecting refugees and rebels from victors' 
justice and, by restricting the liberty of others, thereby 
also diminish the liberty of Americans. We further believe 
that approval of the proposed revisions is likely to lead to 
similar revisions of the US-South African extradition treaty, 
endangering thousands of South Africans and Namibians in this 
country. 

We therefore urge the Committee not to approve the 
proposed supplementary US-UK extradition treaty. 

6. See New African, Jan. 1981, p.21, and Observer <London>, 
7 March 1982, p. 16.· It should be noted that in determining 
whether an offense is political, a court may take into 
account whether a rebel group abides by the laws of war 
relating to non-combatants. See In re Doherty, 599 F. Supp. 
270 <S.D.N.Y. 12 Dec. 1984>. 
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In response to these two documents, on September 9, 
1985, Henry Bucher, ACAS Executive Secretary, sent a letter to 
Senator Lugar <with a copy to Senator Pell) on behalf of ACAS. In 
his letter he stated: 

"We take this position for the same reasons as the above 
mentioned organizations, believeing with them that such a step 
would reverse a long tradition of protecting refugees and rebels 
from revenge. We also fear the possibility that such a US-UK 
extradition agreement could easily lead to revisions in the US
South Africa treaty, which could put in jeopardy numerous South 
Africans and Namibians in the u.s.A. 

"We urge you to do all you can in opposing the proposed 
supplementary US-UK extradition treaty." 

Two responses to the ACAS letter were received by the 
Executive Secretary within a fortnight. 

* * * * * 
SOMERSTEIN 8: PIKE 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

Henry H. Bucher, Jr., Executive Secretary 
Association of Concerned Africa Scholars 
823 North Grand Avenue 
Sherman, Texas 75090 

Dear Mr. Bucher: 

1 70 BROADWAY 

SUITE BOB 

NEW YORK. NEW YORK 1 0039 

<2 1 2> 233-3000 

September 23, 1985 

I returned from the September 18 hearing in Washington, D.C., on 
the U.S.-U.K. supplementary treaty and found copies of your letter 
to Senators Pell and Lugar. As counsel for Joseph Doherty, please 
know how grateful I am to you for taking the time to voice your op
position to the treaty. You are correct to perceive it as a threat 
to those who fight against oppression not only in the North of Ire
land but in South Africa and other places as well. 

Your contribution to the effort to defeat the treaty is greatly ap
preciated. 

truly yours, 
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RICHARD G. LUGAR 
. INDIANA 

SH 306 SENATE OFF ICE BUILDING 
WASHINGTON. O.C. 205 10 

202-2 2 4-4814 

WASHINGlON . D . C . 20510 

September 16, 1985 

Mr. Henry H. Bucher, Jr. 
823 North Grand Avenue 
Sherman, Texas 75090 

Dear Mr. Bucher: 

Thank you for your recent correspondence. 

COMM I~TEE S: 

CH AIF:M A N - FORE I Ct-. "E. .. ;. 1 1C!':5 

A GF!ICUL TURE . NU TRITION ANC FO?E5-t:{ Y 

I appreciate your expression of concern about the 
Supplementary Extradition Treaty between the United States and 
the United Kingdom. As you know, this treaty would amend the 
present treaty in force between the two countries by narrowing 
the availability of the political offense exception for violent 
crimes. In cases where extradition was sought for murder, 
kidnapping, airplane hijacking ind the like, the accused would 
not be able to defeat extradition by asserting that his act was 
political in nature. In this respect, the treaty is similar to 
legislation passed by the Senate in 1982 and again in 1983. 

The President recently signed this treaty and submitted it 
to the Senate for advice and consent to ratification. I 
understand that there are strong views on the wisdom of such a 
change in u.s. extradition law and that there is a need for the 
Senate to carefully consider the matter. Accordingly, the Senate 
Committee on Foreign Relations held a hearing on August 1, when 
representatives of the Administration presented the case for the 
treaty. A second day of hearings will be convened in September 
when members of the public will present their views. Let me 
assure you that the Senate will approve the treaty only after a 
thorough review and only if it is determined to be in the best 
interests of the United States. 

Thank you for taking the time to communicate your views. 
Your continued counsel is welcome. 

Sincerely, 

Richard G. Lugar 

RGL/ej 
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OPERATIONALIZING THE FREEDOM CHARTER 

An Abstract of the Proposal 

Ann Seidman, Research Committee Chairperson 

As the liberation of South Africa emerges as an 
increasingly immediate possibility, the need arises for thinking 
through in more detail how to operationalize the Freedom Charter. 
That Charter, drawn up in the 1950s, calls for political 
democracy and access by the majority of the people to control of 
the nation's rich resources. However, written three decades ago, 
it necessarily leaves open the detailed questions as to how the 
post-liberation government should achieve these goals. 

Other groups have begun to study some of the 
alternative development options, especially in relation to South 
Africa's distorted resource allocation pattern. This proposal 
suggests that members of ACAS contribute to a review of the 
lessons of the post-independence experiences of African and other 
Third World countries in terms of their implications as to the 
development strategies available to the people of liberated South 
Africa. In particular, the research would focus on analyzing the 
likely consequences of alternative institutional changes 
purporting to restructure the South African political economy to 
provide for all members of the population: 

1) Full democratic rights to participate in decision
making at every level of government: i.e. Constitutional powers; 
a participatory planning structure; local government, courts and 
dispute settlement; labor relations; cooperatives; organization 
of the police and military. 

2) Access to and control over the nation's natural 
resources to ensure jobs and steadily rising living standards for 
all: i.e., land reform and restlement; reconstruction of basic 
industry, implementation of an appropriate industrial strategy; 
reorganization of banks, financial institutions, public finance, 
and foreign trade and payments; an incomes policy; economic 
relations with the neighboring countries. 

3) The social infrastructure required to provide their 
basic social necessities: i.e., education, health, housing, 
social security. 

In conducting this proposed research, ACAS members 
should, in so far as possible, work closely together with African 
researchers throughout the continent, including those in Samir 
Amin's Future Strategies for Africa project and the Southern 
Africa Development Research Association. ACAS will make the 
research findings available to the African National Congress of 
South Africa and the South West Africa People's Organisation. 
Members may also undertake in-depth research on specific issues 
identified as critical by the liberation movements. [For a copy 
of the full proposal, write to Ann Seidman.] 
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UNITA SUPPORTERS IN WASHINGTON PUSHING FOR U.S. AID 

Chris Root 

Ant i -apartheid o r g an i z e r s are p 1 a yin g catch-up to 
oppose some members of both the Congress and the Administration 
who want to grant U.S. assistance to UNITA in Angola, now that 
the Clark Amendment has been repealed. 

Representativ~ Claude Pepper, a senior Democrat from 
Miami <where Cuban exiles are an important constituency>, 
introduced a bill on October 1 that would grant $27 million in 
non-lethal aid to South Africa-backed UNITA forces in Angola. 
Pepper's bill, H.R. 3472, is modeled on the hard-fought bill 
adopted by the Congress in June granting the same amount of aid 
to the Contras in Nicaragua. It provides that the aid will not be 
administered by either the CIA or the Defense Department. UNITA 
supporters are hoping to take advantage of thge strong support in 
Washington for the "Reagan Doctrine" of U.S. support for anti
communist "freedom fighters," whether in Central America, 
Afghanistan, or Southeast Asia. 

Ironically, the proposal for u.s. aid to UNITA comes at 
a time when South Africa has for the first time admitted 
publically that it gives "material, humanitarian and moral 
support" to the Angolan insurgent movement. In September, South 
African troops numbering 400 to 800, backed by air power, 
intervened in Angola to assist UNITA to repel an Angolan 
government offensive against UNIT A forces. The Reagan 
Administration reacted angrily to the South African raid, 
particularly becuase u.s. Ambassador Herman Nickel had just 
returned to South Africa after having been recalled because of 
previous South African attacks on Angola and Botswana in June. 
Therefore, those Americans who oppose aid to UNITA should be in a 
strong position to oppose such aid proposals, but the wave of 
anti-communist support in Washington for UNITA and other "contra" 
groups in the Third World appears so far to be stronger. 

When the proposal was made in the Senate and House this 
summer to repeal the Clark Amendment, House liberals assumed that 
the repeal effort would succeed in the Senate but that they would 
be able to stop it in the House. They were perhaps overly 
confident because of the overwhelming House support for the Anti
Apatheid Act less tha six weeks before. But when the Clark 
Amendment repeal came to a vote in the House on July 11, it was 
adopted by a margin of 51 votes. At that time, Pepper, along with 
Rep. Stratton of New York and ranking Republican member of the 
Foreign Affairs Committee, William Broomfield, argued that they 
favored repeal simply to give the Administration flexibility, 
ridding it of an anachronistic restriction on CIA covert 
operations that applied to no other country besides Angola. Now 
that a concrete proposal for aid has been made, however, liberals 
are taking the matter more seriously. 
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The Administration is also in the midst of a heated 
debate on whether to grant aid to the Angolan insurgents. 
According to Washington ~ one-time Africa correspondent David 
Ottaway, the CIA, Pentagon, and the White House National Security 
Council staff strongly support military aid to UNITA, while the 
State Department favors the status quo. The State Department 
argues that granting assistance to UNITA would remove any 
possibility of · restarting negotiations with Angola and South 
Africa over a Namibian independence linked with Cuban troop 
withdrawal from Angola. Angola withdrew from these talks in July 
in response to -repeal of the Clark Amendment. 

Pepper is reportedly waiting to learn whether the 
Administration will request aid and, if so, whether it will be 
military aid <which is what UNITA wants> or overt "humanitarian" 
aid. When that decision is made, Pepper is prepared to use his 
influence to move his bill quickly. Pepper chairs the powerful 
Rules Committee which determines when bills will be considered by 
the full House. He reportedly wants to take this bill directly to 
the floor without having it referred first to the Foreign Affairs 
Committee. Rep. Howard Wolpe, chair of the Foreign Affairs Africa 
Subcommittee, is lobbying for the bill to come before his 
committee. 

Two House Republicans, Jack Kemp of New York and Jim 
Courter of New Jersey, are already lobbying in support of aid to 
UNITA. Following on Pepper's introduction of his bill, they 
circulated a letter for their colleagues to sign urging President 
Reagan to "act - - in whatever manner you deem appropriate -- to 
make material assistance avalable to Savimbi's organization." 
Their letter reflects the propagandistic, almost mythic, manner 
in which UNITA and the struggle in Angola is being presented by 
its supporters. The letter states that the Angolan government is 
maintained in power by "foreign communist troops and secret 
police." No mention of the fact that the MPLA government is 
recognized by virtually every country in the world except the 
U.S. It describes the UNITA forces as freedom fighters who 
constitute "the effective governing force in more than one-third 
of the country." No mention is made of the essential military 
support UNITA receives from South Africa. The support for the 
Angolan government from communist countries is characterized as a 
global strategic threat to the United States. Referring to the 
recent government offensive against the UNITA capital at Jamba, 
the letter to President Reagan states that Angola's communist 
backers "undoubtedly aim to achieve [the destruction of the 
democratic opposition] before your November summit with Secretary 
Gorbachev so as to dimish the strength which you bring to the 
negotiating table as leader of the democratic world.• 

Meanwhile, a second anti-Angola bill has been 
introduced by conservative Florida Republican Bill McCollum. The 
bill, H.R. 3598, imposes economic sanctions on Angola reminiscent 
of the sanctions against South Africa spelled out in the Anti
Apartheid Act of 1985. It prohibits loans and new investment in 
Angola and goes even further to impose a total embargo on u.s. 
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exports to Angola and u.s. imports from Angola. This bill, which 
refers to unspecified human rights violations in Angola, is 
clearly intended to transfer the moral concern focusing on 
Southern Africa from racism in South Africa to Marxism in Angola. 
While prospects for passage of the McCollum bill are very small, 
its introduction may be intended in part to make the Pepper 
provision granting aid to UNITA appear more moderate. 

Lobbying in opposition to u.s. aid to UNITA is needed 
immediately in the House and also in the Senate, where Idaho 
Senator Symms is planning to introduce a bill parallel to H.R. 
3472. Because the specific channels through which the issue will 
be raised are still uncertain, we must give attention to all 
members of both houses. The Senate vote on the Clark Amendment 
repeal and just the •yea" votes from the House tally are 
reprinted on the following page. We need to convince some of the 
legislators who voted for repeal to vote now against any actual 
proposal to grant aid to UNITA. Letters can be mailed to the U.S. 
Senate, Washington, D.C. 20510, and the House of Representatives, 
Washington, D.C. 20515. 

* * * * * 
The Washington Office on Africa has also just released 

an "Action Alert" on this critical issue. Entitled "Stop the Push 
for u.s. Intervention in Angola," it provides an important 
supplementary perspective to that provided ~y Chris Root. For 
copies, please contact WOA at 110 Maryland Avenue, N.E., 
Washington, D.C. 20002 (202/546-7961). 

* * * * * 
On November 6, the following letter was sent to 

President Reagan by a group of distinguished Africa scholars: 

•Dear Mr. President: 

Concerning: u.s. Actions toward Angola 

We call on you to reject strongly all proposals either: 
a) to provide covert or overt U.s. support for the Angolan UNIT A 
movement or other dissident political movements in Angola, or 
b) for economic and trade boycotts against Angola. 

We believe that rejecting these proposals is in the long-term 
interests of the peoples of the United States and of Angola and 
the nations near Angola." 

The letter was signed by Paul A. Beckett, Donald 
Crummey, Robert Cummings, R. Hunt Davis, Jr., James Lowell Gibbs, 
Michael McNulty, Patrick Omeara, and David Wiley. 

* * * * * 
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****TARGET LIST FOR POSSIBLE SWING VOTES ON AID TO ANGOLAN REBELS**** 73 

Group A-- voted no on contra aid, yes on sanctions and ~on repeal 
of the-clark Amendment 

1) Glenn Anderson (D) Ca. 
2) Beryl Anthony (D) Ark. 
3) Sherwood Boehlert (D) N.Y. 
4) Lindy Boggs (D) La. 
5) Thomas Carper (D) Del. 
6) Tony Coelho (D) Ca. 
7) Don Edwards (D) Ca. 
8) Wyche Fowler (D) Ga. 
9} Dan Glickman (D) Kans. 
10) Bill Green (R) N.Y. 

11) Lee Hamilton (D) Ind. 
12) Mike Lowry (D) Wash" 
13) Stan Lundine (D) N.Y. 
14) Frank McCloskey (D) Ind . 
15) William Natcher (D) Ky. 
16) Claudine Schneider (R) R.I . 
17) Phillip Sharp (D) Ind. 
18) Jim Slattery (D) Kans. 
19) Tim Valentine (D) N.C. 
20) Harold Volkmer (D) Mo. 

Group B--voted originally no on contra aid, yes on sanctions and 
yes on repeal of the Clark Amendmen~ 

1) Michael Andrews (D) Tex. 
2) Dante B. Fascell (D) Fla. 
3) Hamilton Fish, Jr. (R) N.Y. 
4) Cathy Long (D) La. 
5) Dave McCurdy (D) Okla. 
6) John McKernan (R) Maine 
7) Allan Mollohan (D) W. Va. 

8) John P. Murtha (D) Pa. 
9} Tommy Robinson (D) Ark. 
10) Olympia Snowe {R) Maine 
11) Wes Watkins (D) Okla. 
12) Charles Whitley (D) N.C. 
13)Jamie Whitten {D) Miss. 

Group C-- voted no on contra aid, yes on sanctions and did not vote 
on repeal of the Clark Amendment 

1) Kenneth Gray (D) Ill. 
2) Tony P. Hall {D) Ohio 
3) Robert A. Roe {D) N.J. 
4) Charles Rose (D) N.C. 

5) Pete Stark {D) Ca. 
6) Henry Waxman (D) Ca. 
7} Jim Wright (D) Tex . 

Group D-- voted yes on contra aid, yes on sanctions and yes on 
repeal of the Clark Amendment 

1) Doug Barnard (D) Ga. 18) Joseph McDade (R) Pa. 
2) Bill Chappell (D) Fla. 19) Dan Mica (D) Fla. 
3) Joseph DioGuardi {R) N.Y. 20) John R. Miller (R) Wash. 
4) Roy Dyson (D) Md. 21) Guy Molinari (R) N.Y. 
5) Glenn English {D) Okla . 22) Sid Morrison (R) Wash. 
6) Don Fuqua (D) Fla. 23) Richard Ray (D) Ga. 
7} Benjamin Gilman (R) N.Y. 24) Buddy Roemer (D) La. 
8) William F. Goodling (R) Pa. 25) Marge Roukema (R) N.J. 
9) Charles Hatcher (D) Ga. 26) Richard Shelby (D) Ala. 
10) carroll Hubbard (D) Ky. 27) Ike Skelton (D) Mo. 
11) Jerry Huckaby {D) La. 29) Lawrence Smith {D) Fla. 
12) Ed Jenkins (D) Ga. 30) Robin Tallon (D) S.C. 
13) Nancy Johnson (R) Conn. 31) Billy Tauzin (D) La. 
14) Ed Jones (D) Tenn. 32) Vin Weber (R) Minn. 
15) William Lipinski (D) Ill. 33) Robert Thomas {D) Ga. 
16) Bob Livingston (R) La. 
17) Marilyn Lloyd (D) Tenn. 
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K>ZAMBIQJE AN> POUCY 1GlARD sanH AFlUCA 
William Minter 

From its founding in 1962, FRELIMO, the governing party in 
~'bzambique since independence in 1975, has expressed its "moral, 
diplomatic and material supiXJrt" for the liberation struggle of the 
South African people. It has also recognized the African National 
Congress as the legitimate representative of that struggle. This 
remains the position of the t~zambican government. 

FRELit1) has also stressed, along with other Frontline states, 
that one "cannot choose one's neighbors." Geography and over one 
hundred years of intricately intertwined economic ties mean that all the 
adjacent countries have no choice but to maintain pragmatic economic 
relationships with South Africa. The presence of over 100,000 
Mozambican \~rkers in South Africa and the fact that electricity for the 
Mozambican capital comes from the South African electrical grid are only 
the most dramatic illustration of this long-term and deeply rooted 
deperrlence. Of the Frontline states, Botswana, tv.ozambique arrl Zimbabwe 
are the most dependent on South Africa. The more distant Angola, Zambia 
and Tanzania are less locked into this economic pattern. 

In parallel fashion, the overwhelming imbalance of conven
tional military force (except, again, on the Angolan front) has meant 
that FRELIMO, and the ANC as well, have long understood that it was 
impracticable to locate military bases for guerrillas in the neighboring 
countries, although they might provide other forms of supiXJrt for the 
ANC. 

Nevertheless, ~'bzambique's government, along with other 
Frontline states arrl with majorities in the Organization of African 
Unity and the United Nations General Assembly, has recognized the right 
of the ANC to use what means it finds necessary toliberate South Africa. 
It has also acknowledged the obligations of the international community 
to provide what supiXJrt it can to South African liberation and, in that 
context, to approve comprehensive international sanctions against South 
Africa. 

The Organization of African Unity has officially agreed that 
neighboring states are not obliged, in irrrplementing sanctions measures, 
to take actions which would cripple their own economies far more than 
they would hurt South Africa. African leaders have also stressed, most 
recently at the Arusha meeting of the Southern Africa Development 
Coordination Conference (SADCC), that this limitation should not be used 
as an excuse by the powerful Western economic partners of South Africa 
to evade their own resiXJnsibility. It is not legitimate to equate 
actions by Botswana or Mozambique with those of France of the United 
States. Their situations and, even more iffi{X)rtant, the effects their 
action can have on the South African economy, are quite distinct. 

South Africa's neighbors, including Mozambique, do recognize 
that they can be hurt by international sanctions against South Africa, 
both as an inevitable economic consequence and as a result of South 
African retaliation. But SADCC figures also indicate that as a result 
of South African economic and military actions against them, they have 
alread~ suffered some $10 billion in damages since 1980. The continua
tion o the apartheid system, with or \dthout sanctions, means continu
ing suffering for South Africa's neighbors. SADCC countries are 
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concerned that sanctions adopted not be moral gestures alone, but 
measures that will actually hasten the end of apartheid. They are also 
concerned that the international community provide aid and compensation 
to those countries which, by their geographic situation and economic 
weakness, will inevitably pay a higher price that the distant West. 

No country has suffered more drastically than Mozambique. In 
March 1976, shortly after independence, it became one of the few 
countries to fully implement international sanctions against Rhcx:lesia, 
while major Western powers such as Britain and the U.S. violated the 
measures they themselves had approved in the United Nations Security 
Council. In three years, Mozambique suffered damages of over $550 
million, a sum more than double the country's annual export earnings. 

Beginning during this pericx:l, and accelerating after 1980, 
South Africa instituted economic sanctions against Mozambique. 
Shipments through the port of Maputo, which has depended on South 
African trade since the 1890s, were by 1983 reduced to 16% of their 
pre-independence total. Overall damages from South African economic 
sanctions were estimated at over $3 billion. 

In addition to sanctions from Pretoria, Mozambique has 
suffered attacks from the Rhodesian-created Mozambique National 
Resistance (MNR), which from 1981 was massively expanded, supplied and 
commanded by the South African military. Although the MNR never 
presented a political alternative to FRELir~, its attacks on civilians, 
trnasport and foreign development workers have crippled the life of the 
country, including relief during the years of drought from which at 
least 100,000 Mozambicans have died. 

In March 1984 South Africa and Mozambique signed a treaty, 
known as the Nkomati Accord, in which ooth parties pledged not to permit 
from their territory any military actions against the other. In 
implementation, Mozambique strictly limited the official ANC presence in 
the Mozambican capital to a political office. Mozambique stressed that 
the strength of the South African liberation movement lay inside South 
Africa, not in alleged external bases. The accuracy of their analysis 
has been amply confirmed by subsequent events. 

South Africa, for its part, said it was stopping any support 
for the MNR and began to lift the economic sanctions it had imposed on 
Mozambique. However, MNR attacks continued and, in some areas, even 
escalated -- some undoubtedly mounted from South African soil. Much as 
the official ban on U.S. aid to the contras in Nicaragua did not stop 
those supplies, other more obscure supply routes opened up for the MNR. 
\.Jhatever the precise role of various arms of the South African 
government, the provisions of Nkomati calling for preventing any such 
action on South African territory were being violated. Ex-Portuguese 
colonists now living in South Africa, Portugal or elsewhere, were 
implicated, as were ultra-right groups elsewhere, including the 
U.S.-based World Anti-Communist League. 

Mozambique at the present moment needs to ensure that all 
external aid from whatever source to the MNR is cut off. To that end 
they must exploit the divisions in South Africa, Washington and 
elsewhere between those who are willing to accept coexistence with a 
non-alligned Marxist government in Maputo and those who, on the 
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contrary, wish to continue to back the "contras" in Mozambique. Tney 
also need food, development and military aid to ensure the minimal 
conditions for survival and progress of the people of t·lozambique, 
historically the most underdeveloped country in the region. 

With reference to meeting these needs, the overall position 
taken by the U.S. Congress this session has been behind that of the 
State Department, and more in line wlth that of the ultra-right critics 
whose views appear in the Washington Times. It is indeed ironic that a 
Congress passing sanctions against South Africa also found it 
ap?ropriace to put restrictions on aid to the victims of South African 
attack in ~bzambique, and even encourage South Africa's attacks on 
Angola. 

In this context, Mozambique's concern, like that of its fellow 
Frontline states, is that the sanctions adopted by the international 
community or the U.S. in particular be not merely moral gestures or 
attempts to rescue the image of Western countries, but serious efforts 
to bring down the apartheid regime as soon as possible. In addition, 
sanctions must be accompanied by measures to help Pretoria's neighbors 
defend themselves and compensate the destructive effects of apartheid's 
prolonged death throes. The fact that such issues are used hypocritic
ally by the South African government and opponents of sanctions should 
not be allowed to obscure the fact that they are real concerns. The 
rural bus passengers slaughtered by an i~ gang in Mozambique may get 
less public notice than the demonstrators shot by South African police. 
But Mozambique's 13 million people and many others in the southern 
African region are as much the victims of apartheid as the 24 million 
blacks of South Africa. 

Whether it be an executive or legislative initiative, any 
presumed anti-apartheid policy which does not also provide effective 
defense and economic compensation for Souch Africa's neighbors, 
including Mozambique and Angola, is a policy that is fatally flawed, 
even if it momentarily satisfies the minimal political imperatives in 
the United States. 
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UPDA1E ~a-1 ZIMBAM: 
Bud Day and Carol Thompson 

Economy : Jewel of Southern Africa? 

While the gold and minerals of South Africa are not able to 
rescue the floundering rand, the Zimbabwean economy is taking off again 
after a three year drought. Agriculture, still the leading sector, grew 
14 percent in 1984 and is expected to grow 20 percent in 1985 to promote 
an overall 5 percent growth in GDP. Although the bumper maize crop is 
not fully collected, it is estimated that Zimbabwe will export 1 million 
tons to its neighbors (mainly via third parties, e.g. the World Food 
Program buys it from Zimbabwe and sells it to ~bzambique at a subsidized 
price). The communal farmers will have grown about 45 percent of the 
maize, their largest proportion ever of the harvest. 

Zimbabwe policy is to promote growth through increasing 
exports, with some import substitution for capital goods. The policy is 
a success this year with the value of exports increasing 20 percent, 
mainly of tobacco, cotton, maize, gold, steel, and manufactured goods. 
The diversity of the exports reveals the strength of the economy, which 
is moving away from being a producer of only primary commodities. 

Social programs are still of great importance to the goverment 
with education receiving the largest allocation in the annual budget 
announced in August. (Defense is second and agriculture third.) 
Teacher salaries have been raised, rural health clinics built. 
Irrigation -- large and small scale -- is a priority for agriculture to 
prepare for the next vagaries in weather. (Some areas of Matabeleland 
were still receiving food aid in June because the rains were so scarce.) 

The sober side of the news is that the IMF does not like the 
social expenditures which helped drive the deficit up to 10 percent of 
GDP. So far, the government is resisting IMF pressure and raised 
minimum wages 15 percent for urban workers and 121 percent for 
agro-industrial workers on 1 July 1985. The Finance ~linistry pointed 
out to the I11F that Zimbabwe received only $40 million new investment in 
five ynars, while ten times that amount left the country in profits, 
divide s, etc. Until the West stops sending most of its investment to 
the U.S. (Attracted by the artificially high interest rates, more 
capital went to the U.S. in 1984 than all the Third World combined -- an 
IMF statistic.), there is little Zimbabwe can do to attract more 
capital. Therefore, it is trying to pay for the commitment to social 
expenditures through increased exports. 

Growth with Equity? 

"Growth with equity" was the 1981 Zli>(X)RD theme for 
development plans. What about the equity? Increased wages (average 
wages have doubled in S. years) have not increased real wages which are 
about the same as at independence. Relative to its neighbors (including 
South Africa), maintaining the status quo is not so bad. The major 
danger, however, is the rising unemployment. Since 1980, according to 
the budget statement, only an average of 7,000 jobs per year have been 
created while the increase in the labor force is 80,000 per year. 
Commercial farms have already laid off workers and with the latest wage 
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increases, the agro-industrial corporations (sugar, tea, coffee -
mainly Anglo-American and Lonrho) say they cannot maintain their work 

force. It is the old contradiction: insure a liveable wage for workers 
and the owners respond by cutting production and/or mechanizing. The 
week of 1 October, 4000 tea workers went out on strike because they had 
not received the July wage increase; they won their demand, but it is 
not clear whether all will keep their jobs. 

A national bourgeoisie is in formation, some benefitting from 
their positions in government to buy land and to purchase shares as they 
sit on boards of directors. Salaries of high government officials are 
not bad either: prime minister about $47,000 and cabinet minister, 
$37,000 --having just been increased by over 40 percent. Similar to 
Kenya, others benefit from investments in business, without needing 
positions in government. 

In contrast to Kenya, there has been no widespread speculation 
in land for private ownership. However, the land has not been redistri
buted to any great degree, with increased agricultural production 
resulting from better inputs, rather than from access to land. The 
government policy seems to be to create master farmers (a la World Bank, 
USAID), who will greatly improve gross agricultural production. The 
social consequences of such a policy are being ignored: the marginal, 
"inefficient" farmers (especially female heads of households) could be 
pushed off the land into the growing numbers of unemployed. 

Cooperatives: Transition to Socialism? 

Post election, government has initiated stronger support for 
the cooperative movement in several ways. Robert Mugabe recently made a 
public point of "opening" the historic Cold Comfort Cooperative 
(actually 20 years old, rejuvenated after independence); it has been the 
ideological home of various political leaders, including the Speaker of 
the House Didymus Mutasa and the Minister of Agriculture Moven Mahachi. 
Maurice Nyagumbo, Minister of State for Political Aftairs nd 
Coor,iin ti-n t Co pe · at .cve:;, rr;1no11nced 1 ~~•ajor evaL ... at~on exercise 
probably leading to revision of restrictive legislation, enhancement of 
financial assistance, and increase of extension services -- all in the 
name of "socialist development." The state visit of Hungarian President 
Pal Losonczi, an experienced enthusiast of the collective cooperative 
movement, served to underline this increased support. 

To date, the major thrust of cooperatives, and the government 
support therefore, has been anything but socialist, focusing on 
marketing and supply, not collective producer cooperatives. Indeed, 
research indicates that the creation of some cooperatives has actually 
exacerbated class divisions among peasant farmers; at Mzarabani, in the 
northern Zambezi valley, ten tractor cooperatives hae enhanced overall 
production while loan payments fall behind since they are based on the 
small collectivized plots and members do not contribute funds from 
individual plots to the loan. In sharp contrast, the Organization of 
Collective Cooperatives in Zimbabwe (OCCZIM) has continued its struggle 
to strengthen a nationwide network of those committed to collectives, 
predominantly in the agricultural sector. 
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Kushinga Cooperative, founded several years ago in a Model A 
(no services) resettlement scheme 200 km east of Harare, is an example 
of an enthusiastic grass-roots collective with long-range plans 
including corn and vegetable production, sewing, and baking. On a small 
scale, they have succeeded with the initial income-generating project, a 
bakery now under expansion to meet the needs of 143 vilages in the area. 
Until they produce their own wheat (a future plan involving irrigation 
as well), they are restricted by government flour quotas, reflecting the 
national shortage of wheat. Meanwhile, through the OCCZIM field 
officer, they have negotiated for assistance from a neighboring Model P 
(ex-commercial farm) cooperative which grows 50 has. of wheat. Shandisi 
Pfungwa ("use your head") Cooperative also shared details of its own 
very successful bakery \vi.th Kushinga ("trying hard"). 

Despite such encouraging signs, life in a rural cooperative is 
not easy. Record grain crops provided only subsistence for coop members 
and, in fact, resulted in a shortage of bags, tripling their cost. Last 
year's excellent rainfall has meant sufficient irrigation water for the 
''haves" (including master farmers), but very little for communal 
"have-noc" farmers. Agricultural Finance Cooperation loans are still 
difficult to obtain and require 13 percent interest off the top. 

From similar grass-roots settings, women members of coops 
joined the 150-woman non-governmental delegation to the UN conference in 
Nairobi; they have returned to insist on their rights to land and credit 
and demand other opportunities for women, who constitute over 75 percent 
of all farmers. Sally Mugabe recently returned from a visit with the 
prime minister to the People's Republic of China and declared war 
against sexism in Zimbabwe. 

Elections: Strong Reactions from the Victors 

The elections have conclusively verified two directions of 
government policy: to establish a pattern of free and fair voting and 
to press for a one-party state of ZANU-PF (Zimbabwe African National 
Union-Patriotic Front). 

The violence in the rural areas totally ceased during the 
campaign, as all sides decided their positions were best promoted by 
speeches, not assault. The campaign was not entirely fair, as the 
ZANU-PF government used its position to dominate the media and to 
frustrate some rallies of opposition parties. But compared to the wards 
of Chicago or the rural areas of Mississippi, the campaign was open, 
criticism of government allowed. 

ZAPU (Zimbabwe African People's Union), UANC (United African 
National Congress), and ZANU (Zimbabwe African National Union--of 
Ndabaningi Sithole), had no real election platforms; they did not offer 
alternatives to government economic policy. Of course, they criticized 
the one-party state, the emergency powers, the quality of education, but 
in these, they sounded exactly like the whites (Smith's Conservative 
Alliance of Zimbabwe--CAZ). On the other side, ZANU-PF learned that 
detentions and disappearances in £1-latabeleland North and South do not win 
votes, as ZAPU obtained all 15 seats from both provinces. 
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The white vote for "gO<Xi ol' Smithy" was prominently displayed 
in the Western press, for his CAZ party got 15 of 20 seats reserved for 
whites. Some of the vote was unrepentent racism, but two other factors 
were more important. First, many whites chose not to register or vote 
because they oppose the idea of a racial poll. Second, those who did 
vote for Smith suported his stand against a one-party state and 
"socialism." 

One ZANU-PF reaction to the vote for ZAPU and Smith was 
nothing new. They simply moved to implement patronage -- giving 
important posts to party loyalists, a game \~11-known to U.S. 
Republicans and Democrats. 

A second reaction concerned the Lancaster House constitution 
which requires 20 white seats (of 100). Eddison Zvobgo, Minister for 
Legal and Parliamentary Affairs, summed up the constitutional question 
well: '~ could call a news conference and throw out the constitution, 
just as Smith did in 1965. But you don't teach your children to throw 
out constitutions." The policy seems to be to wait until 1987, when 70 
percent of parliament can remove the 20 white seats, fully in accordance 
\vith the constituttion. ZANU-PF has 64 seats; the white independents 
who cooperate with them have 5, so the government is only one vote 
short. (Sithole's ZANU party did receive one seat from I1Jtare so 
perhaps that t1P will join the vote, or the unity talks, discussed below, 
may bring ZAPU into the vote.) 

The third reaction to the elections is themost serious. 
ZANU-PF youth and women did ransack houses of supporters of minority 
parties. The official count is four dead; estimates go much higher. 
The press was correct in reporting that the intimidation went on for 
over 24 hours before the police acted. Many minority party supporters 
subsequently joined ZANU-PF. 

To date, 6 ZAPU MP's, 7 Bulawayo city councillors, 4 district 
commissioners have been detained; in the last week of September, about 
100 were detained around Bulawayo. Joshua Nkomo has had his house 
searched, his passport removed, his lxxiyguards detained. On the other 
side, dissidents have resumed activity, and many ZANU-PF have been 
killed. The largest incident in three years was on 29 August when 21 
were killed in Mwenezi, near Masvingo in the southeast. 

Two events are important to watch. One ZAPU MP, Sidney 
Malunga, is being charged for supporting the dissidents. All are 
waiting to see what evidence the government has to bring a top ZAPU 
leader to court. 

"Unity talks" are in session, with three members from each 
side. President Banana, a Ndebele who has credibility with both sides, 
helped initiate the talks, but the others are the same as for the failed 
talks in 1982. (They broke up when N~mo demanded to be deputy prime 
minister; Nkomo denies he did.) "Unity" appears to mean that ZAPU 
requested a name change of ZANU-PF if that were to occur; they were 
refused. Mugabe and Nkomo appears to be willing to be second deputy 
prime minister. (Simon ~U2enda will remain first.) and to accept some 
ZAPU positions on ZANU-PF party organs. ~Ugabe seems to be willing to 
release all political detainees (including the popular ZAPU commanders, 
})Jmisa Dabengwa and Lookout Masuku, who were detained in 1982). 
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Why does the power play have expression in ethnicity? The 
Shona/Ndebele split is greater now than ever before. As we know from 
the "ethnic vote" in many large U.S. cities, it is easy to identify and 
to manipulate cultural emotions for personal political gain. The 
Shona/Ndebele are intermarried; the city of Bulawayo has 40 percent 
Shona, many of whom voted for the city councillors whom ZANU-PF has 
detained. There is still time in Zimbabwe to maintain the excellent 
relations among the vast majority of Shona and Nedebele. 

t-·bzambique: t-1NR on the Run? 

For several years, due to MNR harrassment, it has been easier 
to visit central Mozambican provinces from Zimbabwe, rather than from 
Maputo. Recent visitors to Manica and Tete provinces have returned with 
mixed messages: harvests have been good in some areas, relieving the 
food shortages; food-deficit areas are likely to suffer greatly before 
assistance can be provided, though MNR attacks are more confined than 
earlier. In many areas, developmental activities are again underway. 
In relatively safe areas around Chimoio in Manica Province, shallow well 
construction is proceeding again, where earlier MNR attacks had 
destroyed vehicles and drilling equipment. In some areas of Tet 
Province, the ~ are moving ahead with both agricultural and water 
schemes. Furtner-south, the security situation still precludes 
restoration of water supplies in Chicualacuala, which receives emergency 
water from Zimbabwe. 

Food production is up, as Frelimo implements its economia de 
guerra, gradually expanding the secure areas around villages arid thus
enlarging areas of food production in this first post-drought year. 
However, fvlNR-induced hunger is still a stark reality, symbolized by 
20,000 Mozambicans seeking refuge in the Zambian countryside and a 
monthly increase of nearly 500 in the four Zimbabwean camps for 
displaced Mozambicans, which now house 15,000 total, not to mention 
thousands more dispersed in the Zimbabwean countryside. :.s the 1,lanned 
:et ..... rn :-_orne i ~; dei ay d f_rt:.er. ba ic ub i" ' enee i gn ·.p tP ·d hy a 
r omh:nPrl te ··m of go•/er•·me t. lJNHC'R, ::~nd non-governmental agencies. Food 
contributions have meant a satisfactory diet of maize meal, beans, some 
fish, supplemented by vegetables in those camps where the organized ~ 
have received seed and sufficient water for irrigation. Over 2000 
children under five years of age are given supplementary feeding. 
Although shelter construction has kept pace with the steady influx, 
toilets have been provided for only two-thirds so far; safe drinking 
water is available to all. Skeletal educational programs have included 
pre-school, primary, and adult literacy, building, carpentry, welding, 
basketry, soap production and sewing, as the displaced Mozambicans seek 
to learn new skills. 

Most hopeful are the recent military ventures carried out 
against the fvlliR by combined I~zambican and Zimbabwean forces. Minimal 
Zimbabwean forces had patrolled the Beira and Tete corridors for over 
two years; recently the numbers were increased to nearly 10,000. As 
part of the Frontline commitment ot fvbzambique, Tanzania has troops in 
Cabo Delgado province in the north, and Zimbabwe has promised as many as 
30,000 troops if necessary. 
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Capture of the key MNR base at Gorongosa on 28 August, by 
joint Mozambican-Zimbabwean forces, was only the largest of many 
successes recently reported. Thousands have been liberated (15,000 
around Gorongosa alone) and the captured headquarters has been turned 
into a refugee camp. In addition to routing the MNR, these successes 
have uncovered evidence clearly implicating the apartheid regime. 
Confronting Pik Botha vnth the Vaz diary, Samora Machel extracted 
unqualified admission that South Africa had totally subverted the 
Nkomati Accord by using South African aircraft to resupply MNR '~th 
weaponry, ammo, medicine and personnel, by transporting top MNR 
personnel off-shore via submarine, and by maintaining top-level 
strategic contacts as late as July, e.g., Deputy Foreign Minister Louis 
Nel's visits to Gorongosa. 

At a press conference in Maputo on 30 September 1985, 
Mozambican Security Minister Sergio Vieira stated that just the week 
before South Africa again sent in supplies by helicopter to Changalane, 
near the South African border. Although some analysts have been stating 
that the continuing South African support for the I1NR is from the 
military who is quarrelling with Foreign Minister Pik Botha, on 2 
October 1985 President P. vJ. Botha "preemptority rejected" suspending 
South African officers involved in breaching the Nkomati Accord 
(according to South African Broadcasting Corporation). Apparently, the 
military had not acted alone. 

South Africa: Destabilization and Sanctions 

South African apartheid is a "dying animal," but often a dying 
animal lashes out in wanton destruction. After the senseless Gaborone 
raid, where twelve were killed, Zimbabwe expects to be next. In 
Gaborone, South Africa killed those simply sympathetic with the ANC; the 
Zimbabwe government is aware and careful, but a dying animal is not 
always predictable. 

At the July OAU meeting and the August SADCC (Southern African 
Development Coordination Conference) summit, the SADCC nine came out 
unequivocably for sanctions. The neighbors will suffer, but as inside 
South Africa, they have already suffered and find sanctions a way to 
shorten the life of apartheid. SADCC released documentation that South 
African destabilization has cost them $10.1 billion in five years (which 
is an underestimate because in 1981 Angola alone had already spent $10 
billion since 1975 in defense of its territory). To put the sum in 
perspective, SADCC as a group has attracted only $1 billion in aid since 
1980 -- or the $10 billion bill equals all nine countries in the five 
years. For these reasons, the SADCC Executive Secretary Simba ~1akoni 
offers the ultimate wish of SADCC: "If Western countries genuinely \vant 
to help us bring independence in the region, effective sanctions against 
South Africa must be matched with effective economic support to the 
independent states in Southern Africa." 

The Mozambique-Zimbabwe offensive against the MNR is the first 
stage of a contingency plan against retaliatory sanctions by South 
Africa. Estimates vary, but 75-90 percent of Zimbabwean trade goes via 
South Africa. To clean up the MNR, therefore, is to offer Zimbabwe, 
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Malawi aoo Zambia alternative routes to the sea if South Africa cuts 
transport traffic in its dying thrashings. (It would not be 
"economically rational" for South Africa to do that because with its 
economy in .trouble and with partial sanctions, it needs transport 
revenues from its neighbors even more.) The appeal for Southern Africa 
is to keep pressure on Congress to pass real sanctions against South 
Africa aoo to aid its neighbors! 

Solidarity 

On 14 August, several hundred demonstrators at the American 
Embassy called for an eoo to Reagan's "destructive engagement." 
Protestors wrote solidarity messages on t\vo bed sheets, one of which was 
presented to the ANC aoo the other to the Saooinistas. In October Prime 
Minister Robert l1Jgabe paid a state visit to Nicaragua, taking with him 
messages of solidarity. The movement has once again joined forces 
across the world, in solidarity with the struggle in Central America and 
Southern Africa. A luta continua! 

POUTICAL ~ IN twfiBIA 
Allan D. Cooper 

I spent most of August 1985 in Namibia where I had the 
opportunity to interview several participants in the South 
African-appointed Transitional Government of national Unity, aoo to 
compare public support for this "government" against popular loyalties 
for S'VJAPO. 

The transitional government grew out of the Multi-Party 
conference aoo the specific efforts of ~nses Katjiuongua and Andreas 
Shipanga. According to Katjiuongua the transitional government seeks to 
undermine SWAPO's influence among the black majority by eradicating the 
adverse social aoo economic coooitions which have encouraged SWAPO's 
popularity in the past. 

Both Katjiuonga aoo Shipanga hold Dirk Mudge, a white leader 
of the Democratic Turnhalle Alliance (DTA), accountable for the delay in 
the implementation of reforms that will better the lives of black 
Namibians. Mudge is one of the authors of AG 8, the 1980 proclamation 
setting up governmental responsibilities based on ethnic aoo racial 
categories. Mudge is described by the two MPC leaders as "shrewed and 
manipulative," as a man who has allowed his "own ambitions, self
interest, aoo ego" to stand in the way of political and social progress. 
Warns Shipanga, "He's playing a dangerous game ... You cannot have 
meaningful change in this country with AG 8. And they know it. And 
that's why they want to retain AG 8. AG 8 is white racism, and their 
protection of the status quo." Shipanga made it clear that he does not 
intend to stay in the government unless AG 8 is scrapped, adding, "If 
this thing collapses, the only alternative is SWAPO. SWAPO is the main, 
the sole, single alternative." 

Even if ~Udge caves in to the demands of black reformists, 
prospects for the Transitional Government remain uncertain. The MPC 
comprises only six political parties inside Namibia, although seventeen 
initially were invited. Notwithstaooing the inevitable coooemnation by 
SWAPO of any constitutional proposals submitted by the MPC, there is 
every likelihood that such proposals will face the opposition of most of 
the other internal parties that have refused to participate in the 
transitional government. 
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The critical question that remains is what course of action 
will be taken by Katjiuongua and Shipanga if their reforms fail and 
their credibility with their constituents is lost. Will they stand up 
for their principles and leave the transitional government, or will they 
be compelled to maintain their government portfolios if only to have 
some financial means by which to pay off their recently acquired 
residential estates? 

Most political observers inside Namibia are betting that 
Katjiuongua and Shipanga will remain in the Transitional Government. 
Both individuals have enormous financial debts and sit atop weak 
political constituencies. Defecting from the transitional government 
will carry substantial personal costs. 

Katjiuongua remains optimistic that he will not have to choose 
between failure or defection. He expects the South African-appointed 
Administrator General to step in and force Mudge and other reactionaries 
to make concessions so as to avoid the collapse of the transitional 
government. However, white observers in Namibia consider this wishful 
thinking and argue that other black collaborators, such as Peter 
Kalangula and Fanuel Kozinguizi, are being groomed to replace 
Katjiuongua arxi Shipanga. 

While the transitional government struggles to gain legiti
macy, more sinister schemes are being developed by South Africa to bring 
about a political alternative to SWAPO. In the past few months the 
South Africans have been strengthening the South West African 
Territorial Force in the war zone near Angola, and within the black 
Namibian military ranks of this territorial force Pretoria is 
constructing a political party called ETANGO. According to Gwen Lister, 
one of Namibia's most respected journalists, the South Africans have yet 
to identify a leader for ETANGO. But it seems safe to assume that given 
eighteen months (the Administrator General's timetable for political 
change in Namibia) such a black military leader is likely to emerge 
within the organization. In short, South Africa appears bent on 
inventing a "Jonas Savimbi -type leader'' for Namibia to which they may 
eventually transfer power. 

~~anwhile, SWAPO's support within the territory remains 
extremely strong. In townships from Katutura (outside Windhoek) to 
Walvis Bay to Vis, one sees pictures of SWAPO President Sam Nujoma 
inside homes (alongside pictures of Christ). On August 25 thousands of 
Namibian defied a police ban and celebrated the 19th anniversary of 
SWAPO's armed struggle against South Africa. While the police were 
arresting 52 SWAPO leaders and shooting tear-gas at the crowd, dozens of 
children waved SWAPO flags and sang freedom songs to encourage the 
adults to continue with their banned celebrations. 

I asked one SWAPO supporter why Namibians were not engaging in 
the same kind of daily rioting that is occurring in South Africa. 
"Because we know we will be free," he explained. "Our indeperxience is 
only a matter-of time. In South Africa there is no reason for our 
brothers and sisters to expect that independence is coming to them." 

Dr. Cooper took h.nired of slides in Namibia, iocluding dozens of the 
August 25 demonstration. If yaJ are interested in having Cooper give a 
slide presentation to yaJr organization or group, contact him directly 
~t 919-834-1436 after 5 PM. 
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OTHER ANTI-APARTHEID ACTIVITIES 

ANTI-APARTHEID NETWORK OF U.S. HEALTH WORKERS 

Sponsored by the Apartheid and Health Project 
of the 

Institute of Social Medicine and Community Health 
Walter J. Lear, M.D., President 

Statement Qf Purpose 

1. To facilitate educational activities among health workers 
throughout the United States on the health of black South 
Africans and on South African health workers. 

2. To facilitate anti-apartheid policies and actions by local, 
national and international health worker organizations. 

3. To facilitate the support by health workers throughout the 
United States of anti-apartheid actions of local and national 
human rights and social justice organizations. 

4. To facilitate the support by health worlers throughout the 
United States of an anti-apartheid policy of the U.S. government. 

5. To facilitate financial and technical assistance from u.s. 
health workers to medical care of political refugees from South 
Africa. 

If you wish to participate in the activities of the Anti
Apartheid Network of u.s. Health Workers or support these 
activities, please send your name, address, telephone number and 
health degree, certif i cate, or interest, with a contribution of 
$5.00 or more (make checks payable to the ISMCH/A&HP}, to 

Apartheid and Health Project, ISMCH 
206 N. 35th St. 

Philadelphia, PA 19104 

* * * * * 
RECORDS FOR FREEDOM! 

RADIO FREEDOM, the voice of the African National 
Congress of South Africa, is appealing to record companies to 
supply it with their new releases on an ongoing basis. The 
campaign is being directed by the Committee on South African War 
Resistance - Netherlands (COSAWR-NL}, P.O. Box 543, 1000 AN 
Amsterdam, Netherlands (Tel. 237335 or 257952}. COSAWR-NL seeks 
to publicize and promote the activites of RADIO FREEDOM and asks 
the help of solidarity movements in its efforts to reach as many 
record companies for assistance and support. 

* * * * * 
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To: 

Fran: 

~= 

Date: 

GOLDSTEIN & CAMPBELL 
ATIORNEYS AT LAW 

474 Willamette, Suite 303 
Eugene, Oregon 97401 

(503) 484-4435 

MEMORANDUM 

James 1'1. Campbell 
l'lichael B. Goldstein 

Followers of the Oregon southern Africa divestment suit and 
selected elected officials 

_A)~s M. Cam:P:>ell, of attorneys for students, the plaintiffs/ap
~~ ~~~ants/cross-respondents 

Status of appeal, Associated Students v. Oregon Investment 
Council, Oregon Court of Appeals N:>. A 34872 

27 September 1985 

In 1977 the Oregon State Board of Higher El:Jucation resolved to divest its 
investments in firms doirg substantial business in southern Africa. The 
resolution was not implemented and has been in litigation since 1978, w].th the 
students defendirg divestment against the state's central investment council 
and, through a legal quirk, against the board of higher education. 

In December 1984 a judge of the Lane · County Circuit Court ruled that fiduci
aries must consider social factors in making investment decisions but that 
divestment violates the prudent investor standard. Both sides appealed. 

'!he students proposed some 32 pages of corrections to the transcript. 'Ihe 
court reporter did not agree to all of the proposals and the transcript was not 
officially settled until 30 July 1985 ~ ,

1 

'lhe Q:"egon Attorney General issued an opinion in June 1985 reading Oregon law 
to require specific authorization by the board of higher education -- and 
perhaps also by the Attorney General - to use student fees to employ counsel 
to litigate against state action. 45 Q?. Or. Att'y Gen. (No. 8172, 10 June 
1985) • 'Ihe board's staff has blocked the students' appropriation of funds for 
this litigation, which has substantially .-impeded but has not halted the efforts 
of plaintiffs' counsel. 

'Ihe Oregon ACIIJ requested permission to file an amicus brief, but the Court of 
Appeals denied the request witmut comnent. '!he Natl.onal Council of Churches, 
American canmittee on Africa, National Conference of Black Lawyers and Trans
Africa subnitted an amicus brief on 25 September 1985. 'Ihe court has not yet 
decided whether to accept their submission. 

'Ihe students' opening brief and abstract of the trial court record was filed on 
17 September 1985. The next event scheduled is the filirg of the defendants/ 
respondents/cross-appellants' brief jn seven weeks, that is, by 5 N:>ve>.mber 
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1985. 'lhen follow reply briefs at three-week intervals. 'Ibis schedule may be 
adjusted by the court. 

'Ihe student 1 s brief (SO pages plus 195 pages abstracting the record, 21 pages 
of appendices and 16 pages of irrlices) argues that the trial court erred in six 
assigned p3rticulars: 

1. 'lhe Oregon State B':>ard of Higher Education, not the state itself, is 
trustee of the higher education endowments. T'ne trial court erred in 
ruling that the state is the trustee. 

2. 'n1e board 1 s divestment resolution expressly directs the investment 
managers to act prudently. 'Ihe trial court erred in ruling that the 
resolution requires total divestment rather than divestment only to the 
extent prudent. 

3. \'hen the student beneficiaries of the endowments are suing to defend 
their trustees' divestment decision, the burden of persuasion is on the 
p3rties attacking the trustees, and the court should only inquire whether 
the trustees abused their discretion, not whether the court would choose 
divestment if the court were responsible for investing the endowments. 
'Ihe trial court erred in placing the burden of persuasion on the students 
and in exceeding -the proper scope of jt.rlicial review. 

4. Prudent investors must focus on the future, not on the past, in 
making investment decisions. But the future is so uncertain that courts 
smuld reverse investment predictions only for self-dealing, fral..rl, or 
other conduct amounting to abuse of discretion. 'lhe trial court failed 
to fin:l abuse of discretion an.1 experts testified that investments in 
South Africa were risky. 'lhe trial court erred in finding divestment 
imprudent because 11 There has DO\: beez"l Sufficient time to SOOW that the 
good recent performance of South Africa Free (SAF) p:>rtfolios will 
persist 011er time. 11 

5. Trustees may avoid apartheid, which along with only Nuremberg 
violations and genocide is an international crime under competent 
international instruments. The ,triaL court erred in faHing to rule that 
fiduciaries may avoid illegality, that apartheid is illegal, and that 
fiduciaries may avoid investing in firms operatmg under apartheid. 

6. The defendants' own experts testified that divestment would not be as 
intrusive in changing South Africa as the 11 Sullivan Principles" are. 'lhe 
same experts testified that adopting the Sullivan Principles i .s not 
an unconstitutional state intrusion into foreign relations. '!he trial 
court erred in failing to rule that the divestment resolution is not an 
unconstitutional intrusion. 

For more information, you may contact Goldstein & campbell. 
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RESOURCES ON SOOTH AFRICA 

An important new resource for community outreach 
activities has just been produced by ACAS Membership Development 
Co-chairperson Bill Bigelow. 

Strange~ in Their O.:ltln Country: A Curriculum G..u...i..d.e .o.n 
South Africa (120 pages) is published by Africa World Press, P.O. 
Box 1892, Trenton, NJ 08608. It is available in paper for $14.95. 

ACAS members should also be on the lookout for Ann 
Seidman's latest important contribution on the Roots Qf Crisis in 
Southern Africa, which is also due in November 1985 from Africa 
World Press at $19.95 in cloth and $8.95 in paper. 

A series of papers by Professor Jeremy Keenan 
(Department of Social Anthropology, University of the 
Witwatersrand) on various aspects of contemporary black South 
African society and economy has also been sent to Ruth Belonsky, 
Director of the Friends of the Lincoln Trust, 4585 w. 133rd St., 
Hawthorne, CA 90250 <213/973-0886) for interested readers in the 
United States. A full list of the five essays, including prices 
that include the cost of reprinting and mailing, is available 
from Ms. Belonsky. 

The Lincoln Trust International, Donald Woods, 
Director, also publishes Linc.Q.ln. Letter: X~ .QD. South Africa, 
which can also be obtained from Ms. Belonsky. 

Your Editor also received a complimentary forthcoming 
article in ~ Review QL African Political Econom~ from M.O. 
Sutcliffe and P.A. Wellings <University of Natal) on 
"Disinvestment and Black Worker 'Attitudes' in South Africa: A 
Critical Comment,• which takes on the Schlemmer Report directly. 
Anyone who would like to receive a copy of this paper should send 
$1.00 to Ned Alpers, 727 Chautauqua Blvd., Pacific Palisades, CA 
90272. 

Finally, there is an excellent new Guide ~ ~ma .QD. 

Apartheid available for $2.50 including postage from Media 
Network, 208 West 13th Street, New York, NY 10011 (212/620-0877>. 
The Guide contains lively, evaluative descriptions of over forty 
films, videotapes, and slideshows on South Africa and the region. 
Each entry includes title, length, format, producer, price, 
distributor, and a description. 

FRAGMENTS 

Joe Stork (Middle East Research & Information Project) writes: 

M.E.Rl.f. Reports is planning an issue on the Middle East and 
Southern Africa. We are particularly interested in having more 
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information about Middlke East ties with counterrevlutionary 
forces in southern Africa, including the MNR, UNITA and elements 
in the Seychelles and Comoros, as well as ties with South Africa. 
We would appreciate any specific information or references about 
funding, training and military supply relationships in 
particular. Please contact Jow Stork, aERIP Reports, PO Box 
43 445, Washington DC 20010; ( 202 > 667-1188. 

[Joe is participating on the first ACAS panel at the ASA 
meeting. 1 

* * * * * 
Carlos Lopes, Director, Instituto Nacional de Estudos e Pesquisa, 
Complexo Escolar 14 de Novembro, Bairro Cobornel, C.P. 112, 
Bissau, Guine-Bissau, writes to inform ACAS members about the 
activities of INEP. 

"INEP was set up in 1984 as an autonomous institution in charge 
of implementing the Government's scientific research policy. Its 
objective is to stimulate research activities in every field of 
social and natural sciences, as well as to publish the results of 
studies and researches that would strengthen the national 
consciousness and the socio-economic development in the country. 
Centralizing all the available documentation relevant for 
research purposes in the country, and assisting the State 
Secretariat for Teaching in the elaboration of school programs 
and texts are also among its objectives. Furthermore, INEP is 
responsible for coordinating all scientific research projects of 
foreign origin in the country." 

INEP houses four different departments, each with its own area of 
responsibility: the Centro ~ Estudos ~ Hist6ria Contemporanea, 
the Centro ~ Estudos S6cio-Econ0mico, the Centro ~ Documentay!o 
TecnolOgjca, and the BP [Bjbljoteca PUblica?]. 

Director Lopes continues: "We still remember the ways in which 
many American scholars actively supported the National Liberation 
Struggle in Guine-Bissau and other African countries. We hope 
that a good part of the US academic community and especially 
those individuals grouped in the Association of Concerned Africa 
Scholars, could collaborate with our young scientific 
institutions, thus assisting our country in a new kind of 
struggle, the struggle for development." 

Any interested ACAS member should certainly contact 
Director Lopes directly, but if you do so, please cc. your letter 
to Ann Seidman, so that ACAS knows that one of our members has 
responded to this appeal, which echoes the proposal for 
"Operationalizing the Freedom Charter" (see above, pp. 20-21). 

* * * * * 
Oxfam America seeks a Program Coordinator for Africa. Deadline 
was mid-October, but see Ann Seidman at ASA if interested. 
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RESPONSE FORM ON TIAA/CREF 

You may use my name as a public endorser of the Divestment Call, with 
the following title and institutional affiliation (listed for 
identification pur·poses only): 

I will mobilize other faculty members in the following arenas to sign 
a petition, write letters, adopt resolutions, or take other action 
calling on TIAA/CREF to divest: 

my campus: 

disciplinary or professional associations: 

____ my state, at other colleges and universities 

I will ask the following prominent individuals to publically endorse 
the campaign: 

I would like to give time to help co-ordinate the TIAA/CREF campaign 
and be involved in determining strategy. 

I have the following suggestions for organizing on this campaign at 
the ASA meeting: 

Your name, address and phone number: 

------ - - - - ·· '" - -- :: ~ -- -·--- --
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Please return to: 
Christine Root 
729 Sunset Lane 
East Lansing, MI 48823 



----Rough Sketches----rr-'day_. A_ug._Jv_.l'i-6:J ,_IH-tu_l ' ~_u' l_~~ t-"\-j/-19t 

SOUTH AfQaCA MUST 8t PATJE.NT. 
lUINGS TAK£. TlMt . 

AND IT-TOOK YtAD~ To SUlLO, PltCt, 
8V P'lCl , A KC~tSM TO PR<WtDl 
AH£R'CAA SLACKS FUlL Cl~IL QlbHTS . 

I .. 

-AND IT'S TAKIN~ US Yt~RS 
fO Dl SMANTL.t •T. 

-, 
.. -



Petition for TIAA-CREF Action Against Apartheid 

We, the undersigned members of TIAA-CREF at 
- incensed at the repression and violence of the South African government; 
- distressed that our pension funds are invested in American firms provid-

ing financial and technical support and legitimacy for that government; 
- and, believing that divestiture offers one of the few opportunities for 

Americans to hasten the dismantling of apartheid and the achievement of 
full political rights for all South Africans, 

Do hereby call on the TIAA-CREF Board of Directors to implement immediately the 
"TIAA-CREF Policy for South African Divestiture.• 

Signature Position/Department Date 
Public 
Use ? * 

* Write "~" if your name may be used in articles/advertisements of the campaign. 

Send original petition to: Chairperson, The Board of Directors, TIAA-CREF, 
730 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10017 

Send copy of petition to: Dean James Breeden (TIAA-CREF Project), 
102 College Hall, Hanover, NH 03755 
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